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Abstract

HIV-associated neurocognitive disorders (HAND) are associated with deficits in prospective memory (PM; “remembering to remember”),

conferring risk of daily functioning declines. However, self-perceptions of PM functioning are not reliably associated with PM performance

in HIV, suggesting a possible deficit in awareness of PM abilities (meta-PM). Our study examined meta-PM in HAND and its correlates

using self-predictions of laboratory-based PM performance. Performance-based PM abilities, self-reported prediction of PM performance,

and PM complaints in everyday life were assessed in 49 individuals with HAND, 93 HIV+ without HAND (HIV+ noHAND), and 121 sero-

negativeadults (HIV2). After controlling for group-level differences, HAND was associated with a greater numberof PM symptoms in everyday

life and worse PM performance when compared with both HIV+ noHAND and HIV2 samples. Although HAND individuals reported some-

what lower predictions regarding their laboratory PM performance relative to the other study groups, they nevertheless exhibited significantly

greater inaccurate overconfidence in time-based PM abilities. Within the HAND group, overconfidence in time-based meta-PM was associated

with executive dysfunction and antiretroviral (ARV) nonadherence. HAND individuals evidenced a moderate deficit in awareness of PM func-

tioning characterized by overconfidence in time-based PM abilities. Overconfidence in PM may result in absence of compensatory strategy use,

and lead to increased errors in daily functioning (e.g., ARV nonadherence).

Keywords: Executive functions; Metacognition; Everyday functioning

Introduction

Prospective memory (PM), or “remembering to remember,” is a complex, unique cognitive skill that draws upon both retro-

spective memory and executive functions (Gupta, Paul Woods, Weber, Dawson, & Grant, 2010; Woods et al., 2006). For instance,

in order to carry out a PM task, an individual must successfully complete a sequence of steps that integrate multiple cognitive

demands (McDaniel & Einstein, 2000): form an intention (e.g., buy milk at the corner store on the way home from work), maintain

the intention across time in the face of ongoing activities (e.g., driving home from work), monitor and detect the cue when appro-

priate (e.g., nearing the grocery store), and, finally, retrieve and carry out the intended task (e.g., buy milk). PM tasks are commonly

characterized by event- or time-based cues, with the latter relying more heavily on internally based self-monitoring abilities

(McDaniel & Einstein, 2000). For example, common time-based PM tasks may include remembering an appointment or when

to take one’s medication, while event-based PM tasks could be mailing a letter or picking up the dry cleaning when passing by

the establishment. Not surprisingly, PM is a cognitive skill of strong ecological relevance, with impairment being linked to

range of everyday functioning declines, including healthcare non-compliance (Woods et al., 2009; Zogg et al., 2010),
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unemployment (Woods, Weber, Weisz, Twamley, & Grant, 2011), dependence in activities of daily living (Pirogovsky, Woods,

Vincent Filoteo, & Gilbert, 2012; Woods, Weinborn, Velnoweth, Rooney, & Bucks, 2012), and even lower quality of life (Doyle

et al., 2013). Additionally, PM deficits are commonly observed in a variety of neurological populations, from mild cognitive im-

pairment (Karantzoulis, Troyer, & Rich, 2009) and schizophrenia (Woods, Twamley, Dawson, Narvaez, & Jeste, 2007) to

Parkinson’s disease (Raskin et al., 2011) and HIV infection (Carey et al., 2006). Therefore, exploration of PM, characterizing

its mechanisms, and identifying factors that may moderate PM abilities may have important implications for treatment and every-

day outcomes across a range of clinical populations.

Like other complex cognitive skills, awareness of and ability to predict one’s PM capacity (i.e., metacognition of

PM, “meta-PM”) is also commonly inaccurate. For example, healthy adults are only moderately accurate in their everyday

PM complaints or appraisals of PM abilities before performing a task (i.e., predictions; Devolder, Brigham, & Pressley,

1990). Nonetheless, among neurological populations, meta-PM evaluations are even more discrepant, with severity of

meta-PM inaccuracy increasing with severity of PM impairment (Roche, Fleming, & Shum, 2002; Smith, Souchay, &

Moulin, 2011). For example, individuals with traumatic brain injury tend to rate their PM abilities as comparable to their

healthy peers, yet demonstrate impaired PM both on performance-based tasks (Knight, Harnett, & Titov, 2005) and when

rated by a significant other (Roche, Fleming, & Shum, 2002). The strong relationship between PM and meta-PM abilities sug-

gests that there may be some common neural pathways on which these abilities travel that, when disrupted, confer a greater risk

for impairment in both abilities. Indeed, both metacognition (Stuss, 2011) and PM (Burgess, Scott, & Frith, 2001, 2003) rely

heavily upon rostro-frontal (i.e., Brodmann’s Area 10) networks, particularly for the strategic aspects of PM (e.g., monitoring;

Oksanen, Waldum, McDaniel, & Braver, 2014; Stuss, 2011). Of note, although it has not been examined in the context

of meta-PM, global metacognitive and metamemory inaccuracies are also associated with increased errors in daily life

(Hart, Giovannetti, Montgomery, & Schwartz, 1998; Ownsworth, Quinn, Fleming, Kendall, Shum, 2010). For example, an

individual who is not aware of a neurocognitive deficit (e.g., impaired memory) may engage in a task that he does not have

the capacity to complete (e.g., medication taking) and does not employ the use of compensatory aids (e.g., alarm) due to his

lack of awareness, resulting in an error (e.g., forgetting to take medication). Thus, neurologically compromised individuals

who demonstrate PM impairments may also be at a greater risk for impaired metacognition, which may then result in even

greater anosognostic-related errors in everyday life.

In the current study, we chose to examine these relationships in the context of HIV disease because HIV-infected individuals

are at risk for both time- and event-based PM impairment and report increased PM symptoms in daily life (Carey et al., 2006;

Woods et al., 2007). Of clinical relevance, these HIV-associated PM deficits demonstrate moderate-to-large associations

with poorer everyday functioning outcomes (e.g., antiretroviral, ARV, nonadherence; Contardo, Black, Beauvais, Dieckhaus,

& Rosen, 2009; Woods et al., 2009). Whether awareness of PM functioning contributes to the adverse impact of

HIV-associated PM deficits on daily activities is not known. One study to date has specifically explored the relationship

between perceived and objective PM in the context of HIV disease. Woods and colleagues (2007) demonstrated that self-reported

daily PM symptoms were not associated with performances on a laboratory-based PM task, but instead were most strongly linked

to affective dysregulation (i.e., anxiety, depression, and fatigue). Such findings are commensurate with prior reports of a dis-

crepancy between retrospective memory complaints and performance in a substantial proportion of HIV-infected individuals

(e.g., up to 50% discrepant; Hinkin et al., 1996; Rourke, Halman, & Bassel, 1999).

Of note, the abovementioned studies may be limited by the method in which “metacognition” was operationalized (i.e., self-

reportedcognitivecomplaints in daily life vs. performance on a neuropsychological test). Cognitive complaints purport to measure

individuals’ difficulties in everyday life (e.g., endorsed “forgetting to take medication”), which may reflect beliefs in cognitive

capacity or may simply reflect the non-cognitive complexities of daily life (e.g., ran out of money for medications). Therefore,

in order to better characterize and explore insight into specific neurocognitive abilities, it may be informative to use prediction

paradigms in which an individual is directly asked to assess his ability to complete a given task in the laboratory. Chiao and

colleagues (2013) were the first to employ a prediction paradigm in order to study metacognition in HIV and, consistent with

the aforementioned studies, found that greater HIV-associated neurocognitive impairment was associated with greater global

metacognitive inaccuracies. Overall, it appears that both PM and metacognitive processes may be impaired in HIV infection,

but there is more work needed in the assessment and characterization of a possible meta-PM deficit and how this may be associated

with real-world functioning in this population. Therefore, in the current study, we aimed to (1) determine the possible presence and

nature (e.g., under- or overconfidence) of a meta-PM deficit in individuals with HIV+ when compared with seronegatives; (2)

expand the metacognitive literature in HIV infection by employing a prediction based paradigm (i.e., “How well do you think

you will perform on this next task?”) instead of cognitive complaints; and (3) explore the cognitive and clinical correlates of

such meta-PM abilities.
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Methods

Participants

The current study was approved by the University of California, San Diego’s Human Research Protections Program and all

participants provided written consent prior to participation. A total of 253 participants who completed an NIH-funded R01

study examining PM in HIV were included in the current study. Participants were classified into one of three groups: (1) HIV sero-

negative comparison participants (HIV2, n ¼ 150), (2) HIV+ participants who did not evidence an HIV-associated neurocog-

nitive disorder (HIV+ no HAND, n ¼ 131), and (3) HIV+ participants who met criteria for an HIV-associated neurocognitive

disorder (HAND, n ¼ 72). HAND diagnoses were based on results of a comprehensive neuropsychological evaluation (detailed

below) consistent with the current Frascati criteria (Antinori et al., 2007). See Table 1 for study cohort characteristics.

Individuals were excluded from study participation if they met criteria for any of the following: a positive urine toxicology

result for illicit substances (excluding marijuana) or a Breathalyzer test positive for alcohol on the day of testing; current drug

or alcohol dependence within the past 30 days as determined by the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI

version 2.1; World Health Organization, 1998) using DSM-IV-TR criteria (American Psychological Association, 1994), had a

history of schizophrenia, other psychotic disorder or significant neurological disease (e.g., seizure, traumatic brain injury with

loss of consciousness .15 min), or scored a verbal IQ estimate ,70 on the Wechsler Test of Adult Reading (WTAR;

Psychological Corporation, 2001). Of note, the R01 study from which participants were drawn utilized a discrepant age classifi-

cation approach, such that no participants between the ages of 40 and 50 were enrolled.

Objective Prospective Memory Assessment

The research version (Woods et al., 2008) of the Memory for Intentions Screening Test (MIST; Raskin, Buckheit, & Sherrod,

2010) was administered to measure objective PM capacities. The MIST comprises eight PM tasks, which are counterbalanced

across delay interval (2 or 15 min), response type (verbal or physical action), and cue type (time or event based). Word search

puzzles are provided as a distractor task in order to prevent overt rehearsal of the instructed intentions. Our analyses focused spe-

cifically on the time- (e.g., “In 15 min, tell me to check my mail”) and event-based (e.g., “When I show you the postcard, self-

address it”) subscales of the MIST, which are scored on a range of 0–8 (higher scores reflect better performance). In order to

analyze MIST scores on the same metric as our other assessments (see below), the time- and event-based subscales were trans-

formed into sample-based z-scores (higher scores indicating better performance).

Prospective Memory Performance Prediction

Prior to completing the MIST, participants rated the likelihood that they would be able to successfully complete the time- and

event-based PM tasks on a Likert-type scale (1 ¼ “Very Likely” to 4 ¼ “Very Unlikely”). Values for the time- and event-based

PM predictions were also converted into sample-based z-scores in which higher values represented higher self-rated likelihood of

completing the task.

Table 1. Participant demographic and clinical characteristics (mean, SD; %, n; median, interquartile range)

HIV-(n ¼ 150) HIV+ no HAND (n ¼ 131) HAND (n ¼ 72) p-value

Age (years) 43.4 (15.5) 45.2 (13.2) 46.3 (13.9) .32

Education (years) 13.9 (2.3) 13.7 (2.3) 13.3 (2.6) .23

Gender (% M) 70.0% 84.0% 87.5% .002

Ethnicity (% Caucasian) 55.3% 59.5% 50.0% .81

LT affective disordera (%) 37.3% 69.5% 56.1% ,.001

LT substance use disorder (%) 60.0% 78.6% 65.3% .003

AIDS (%) – 50.1% 56.9% .40

Nadir CD4 – 204 (100, 332) 162 (50, 328.8) .11

Current CD4 – 558 (384, 797.5) 517 (376.8, 732) .36

Plasma VL Detectable – 19.7% (25) 24.6% (17) .42

CSF VL detectable – 21.4% (21) 12.7% (7) .18

% On antiretrovirals – 87.0% 87.5% .92

Duration of infection (years) – 13.1 (4.0, 20.4) 13.2 (3.8, 20.6) .84

Notes: HAND, HIV-associated neurocognitive disorder; LT, lifetime; CSF, cerebral spinal fluid; VL, viral load.
aMet DSM-IV-TR criteria for lifetime major depressive disorder or generalized anxiety disorder.
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Metacognition of Prospective Memory Variable

A meta-prospective memory (meta-PM) variable was created for both time- and event-based abilities by simply subtracting an

individual’s MIST time- or event-based performance z-score from his/her predicted time- or event-based z-score, respectively. In

this manner, time- and event-based meta-PM values closest to zero represented more accurate predictions, lower meta-PM values

indicated inaccurate underconfidence, and higher values represented inaccurate overconfidence in predictions.

Prospective Memory Complaints in Daily Life

All participants completed the Prospective and Retrospective Memory Questionnaire (PRMQ; Smith, Della Sala, Logie, &

Maylor, 2000), which is a 16-item self-report inventory that measures the frequency of perceived memory difficulties that

occur in everyday life (e.g., “How often do you decide to do something in a few minutes’ time and then forget to do it?”) using

a 5-point Likert-type scale (1 ¼ “never” to 5 ¼ “very often”). For the current study, only the PM subscale was evaluated (8

items), with total scores ranging from 8 to 40. For the purposes of our analyses, raw scores were transformed into population-based

z-scores in which higher scores denoted elevated symptoms (i.e., lower functioning).

Other Neurocognitive Assessment

A comprehensive neuropsychological battery, designed to capture the primary domains affected by HIV infection, was admi-

nistered to all participants. The following neuropsychological domains were assessed: (1) Executive functions: action fluency test

(Woods et al., 2005), total rule violations from the Tower of London – Drexel University (TOL-DX; Culbertson & Zillmer, 2001)

and total time on Trail Making Test (TMT) Part B (Reitan & Wolfson, 1985); (2) Learning: total unit score from the Logical

Memory I (LM-I) subtest of the Wechsler Memory Scale – Third Edition (WMS-III; Psychological Corporation, 1997) and

trials 1–5 total from the California Verbal Learning Test – Second Edition (CVLT-2; Delis, Kramer, Kaplan & Ober, 2001);

(3) Delayed recall: total unit score from the LM-II subtest and the long delay free recall total from the CVLT-2; (4) Attention:

total correct trials on the Digit Span subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale—Third Edition (WAIS-III;

Psychological Corporation, 1997) and Trial 1 total from the CVLT-2; and (5) Processing speed: total execution time on the

TOL-DX, total time on TMT Part A, and total correct on the Digit Symbol subtest of the WAIS-III. Classification of HAND

was determined by converting raw test scores to demographically adjusted T-scores correcting for age, education, gender, and

ethnicity, where appropriate. T-scores were then transformed into a global clinical rating (see Woods et al., 2004), ranging

from 0 (above average) to 9 (severely impaired). Global clinical ratings .4 indicated a diagnosis of HAND.

Uncorrected sample-based NP z-scores were used for in all correlational analyses in order to capture an individual’s absolute

level of neurocognitive performance (i.e., not relative to one’s age, education, etc.). Given that our meta-PM variable was based on

uncorrected PM performance and prediction values (i.e., “How do you think you will perform?” vs. “How do you think you will

perform compared with your peers?”), uncorrected neurocognitive scores are most consistent with these values. The NP domain-

based z-scores outlined in Table 2 were created by simply averaging each of the individual test z-scores within a given domain.

Antiretroviral Adherence

Antiretroviral (ARV) adherence was monitored for all HIV+ participants via the Medication Event Monitoring System

(MEMS; Aprex Corporation, Union City, CA) across a 30-day period. The MEMS caps provide a time and date stamp each

time the pill bottle is opened, serving as a proxy for medication-taking behavior. Overall, adherence was derived as: [(no. of

bottle openings)/(no. of prescribed doses)] × 100%. HIV+ participants were then dichotomized as “nonadherent” if overall

ARV adherence was ,90% (Woods et al., 2009).

Psychiatric Assessment

The computerized CIDI was used to determine mood disorders and substance use diagnoses, which follow DSM-IV-TR cri-

teria. Participants were classified as having a lifetime affective disorder if they met current and/or lifetime DSM-IV-TR criteria

for major depressive disorder (MDD) or generalized anxiety disorder (GAD).

Additionally, all participants completed the profile of mood states (POMS; McNair, Lorr, & Droppleman, 1981). The POMS is

a 65-item self-report questionnaire assessing current mood states in which participants rate affectively laden adjectives and brief

phrases on a Likert-type scale ranging from 0 (“not at all”) to 4 (“extremely”). The Total Mood Disturbance score was used in the

current analyses, which incorporates all items with higher values reflecting greater mood distress.
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Results

Given that gender, lifetime affective disorders (i.e., MDD and GAD), and lifetime substance use disorders differed across the

groups, all between-group analyses included these factors as covariates. HAND individuals demonstrated worse time- (bs ¼

0.68–0.70, ps , .001) and event-based (bs ¼ 0.38–0.54, ps , .02) objective PM performance, lower predictions of their

time- (b ¼ 0.38, p ¼ .01) but not event-based (bs ¼ 0.19–0.24, ps . .10) PM abilities, and greater time- (b ¼ 21.7, p ,

.001) and event-based (bs ¼ 21.17, ps , .001) PM symptoms in daily life compared with both HIV+ no HAND and seronega-

tive comparison groups (see Fig. 1).

A multivariable linear regression model controlling for gender, and lifetime affective and substance use disorders showed a

HAND group effect on time-based meta-PM (i.e., time-based PM prediction minus performance; Model: F(5, 344) ¼ 2.3, p ¼

.04). Specifically, individuals with HAND demonstrated greater inaccurate overconfidence in time-based PM abilities compared

to HIV+ individuals no HAND (t ¼ 22.9, p ¼ .004), and showed a trend when compared with HIV2 participants (p ¼ .09; see

Fig. 2). Additionally, HAND individuals tended to demonstrate greater overconfidence in event-based meta-PM abilities com-

pared with HIV+ no HAND, though the effect did not reach statistical significance (b ¼ 20.37, p ¼ .056).

In order to categorize participants as over- or underconfident, we employed cut-points for the time-based meta-PM variable at

+1 SD of the sample-based z-score (i.e., .1 SD ¼ “overconfidence” and ,21 SD ¼ “underconfidence”). For those

Fig. 1. Prediction and subsequent performance on a TB PM task across study groups. HAND, HIV-associated neurocognitive disorder.

Fig. 2. Individuals with HAND are inaccurately overconfident in time-based PM abilities. *HIV+ noHAND , HAND (p , .05), and HIV2 ,HAND (p ¼ .09);
§HIV+ noHAND , HAND (p ¼ .056).
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participants who fell within one SD on the meta-PM variable (i.e., “accurate” meta-PM), objective PM impairment was defined as a

raw MIST score ,5.5, which represents the 21 SD value for healthy participants on the MIST (Woods et al., 2008), in order to

further characterize the “accurate” individuals. In this manner, four meta-PM groups emerged: (1) “accurate-normal:” meta-PM

z-scorewithin 1 SD of the mean and MIST performance within 1 SD; (2) “accurate-impaired:” meta-PM z-scorewithin 1 SD of the

mean and MIST performance below 21 SD; (3) “overconfident:” meta-PM z-score .1 SD of the mean; and (4) “underconfident:”

meta-PM z-score ,21 SD of the mean. As illustrated in Fig. 3, as a whole, 43.6% of HAND individuals demonstrated inaccurate

time-based meta-PM, with 35.2% being overconfident in their time-based PM abilities.

Next, we explored factors associated with time-based meta-PM among HAND participants. More severe global neurocognitive

impairment was associated with greater inaccurate overconfidence in time-based PM (mean NP z-score: r ¼ 20.27, p ¼ .02). This

effect appeared to be largely driven by executive dysfunction (executive functions domain:r¼ 20.26, p ¼ .03), in which poorer per-

formance on action fluency (r ¼ 20.32, p ¼ .006) and greater Tower of London rule violations (r ¼ 20.24, p ¼ .047) were asso-

ciated with increased overconfidence in time-based meta-PM (see Table 2). Although poorer learning abilities showed a trend

toward greater overconfidence, this effect did not reach significance (ps , .10). No other cognitive correlates were associated with

time-based meta-PM (ps . .10). Additionally, no other demographic, psychiatric (POMS), substance use, HIV disease variables,

or PM symptoms in daily life (i.e., PRMQ) were associated with time-based meta-PM in the HAND cohort (ps . .10).

Fig. 3. Prevalence and type of time-based meta-PM inaccuracies across study groups.

Table 2. Executive dysfunction is associated with greater inaccurate overconfidence in time-based PM among individuals with HAND (n ¼ 72)

Uncorrected domain and individual test scores (z-scores) Time-based meta-PM (r) p-value

Mean NP z-score 2.27 .02

Executive domain 2.26 .03

Action fluency 2.32 .006

Tower of London—rule violations 2.24 .05

TMT, Part B 2.11 .35

Learning domain 2.21 .08

WMS-III LM-I 2.20 .09

CVLT-2 Trials 1–5 2.13 .27

Memory domain deficit score 2.15 .22

WMS-III LM-II 2.12 .32

CVLT-2 Long Delay Free Recall 2.09 .44

Attention domain deficit score 2.05 .70

Digit span 2.04 .72

CVLT-2 Trial 1 2.04 .72

Processing speed domain deficit score 2.18 .13

ToL execution time 2.19 .11

TMT, Part A 2.12 .33

Digit symbol 2.03 .78
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Of ecological relevance, overconfidence in time-based PM was associated with greater ARV nonadherence among HAND par-

ticipants (,90%; Z ¼ 4.9, p ¼ .026, d ¼ 0.64; see Fig. 4). Notably, those HAND participants who demonstrated ARV adherence

versus nonadherence did not differ across demographics (age, education, gender, and ethnicity), severity of NP impairment (global

NP rating), psychiatric (POMS, lifetime affective disorder diagnoses) or substance use factors, or severity of HIV disease (CD4

and nadir CD4 count, plasma or CSF viral load detectability, AIDS status, duration of infection; ps . .10), indicating that the

observed effect was specific to time-based meta-PM.

Discussion

Consistent with prior studies, HIV+ individuals with global neurocognitive impairment (i.e., HAND) are particularly suscep-

tible to objective PM deficits for both time- and event-based cues (Zogg et al., 2011). Interestingly, although these individuals also

reported lower PM self-efficacy (i.e., more PM complaints in daily life and lower self-rated predictions for PM task performance),

they were still inaccurately overconfident in their PM task predictions. Given that meta-PM abilities were comparable between

HIV+ individuals without global impairment and seronegative controls, it appears that neurocognitive disruption, and not

HIV infection alone, is driving the shift in metamemory accuracy. Of note, although the three study groups showed closer

overall meta-PM accuracy rates (i.e., accurate normal or accurate impaired; 60.3% HIV2, 66.1% HIV+ no HAND, and

56.2% HAND), HAND participants demonstrated by far the largest proportion of overconfidence (i.e., over one-third of the

cohort). Taken together, our findings suggest that while meta-PM inaccuracies exist in the general population, the nature of

this disruption appears to be pronounced among individuals with HAND (i.e., larger proportion of overestimation).

Further characterizing the observed meta-PM deficit, it appeared that the discrepancy between predicted and actual PM abilities

was most evident for time- rather than event-based PM tasks. One interpretation of this pattern of results is that time-based PM was

simply more impaired among HAND individuals in this sample, which is consistent with the nature of PM impairment in the

general HIV population (Morgan, Weber, Rooney, Grant, & Woods, 2012; Zogg et al., 2011), and therefore lead to poorer

insight into such abilities. It is also possible that, by virtue of their deficits in executive functions, people with HAND experience

greater difficulty accurately predicting future time-based performances, the exertion of which draws more heavily on strategic

planning and monitoring skills than does event-based meta-PM. Evidence for this latter conceptualization is supported by our

finding that greater severity of global neurocognitive impairment, driven by executive dysfunction, was associated with greater

time-based PM overconfidence inaccuracy within the HAND cohort. Specifically, poorer internal search strategies (i.e., Action

Fluency) and planning (i.e., Tower of London rule violations) appeared to have the strongest relationships with overconfidence

in time-based PM. These findings are consistent with the metacognition literature which suggests that inaccurate overestimation

of one’s abilities is associated with poorer executive functions (Fernandez-Duque, Baird, & Posner, 2000), while underestimation

is more strongly associated with mood symptoms (Hinkin et al., 1996). Of clinical and neurorehabilitation relevance, our findings

suggest that compensatory strategies that support insight into strategic PM processes (e.g., salient cueing) may be particularly

useful among individuals with HAND by reducing the executive functioning load of the task (Woods et al., 2014). These findings

Fig. 4. Overconfidence in time-based PM predicts non-adherence to antiretroviral therapy among individuals with HAND.
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also converge with a recent study from Loft and colleagues (2014) demonstrating enhanced PM accuracy by reducing the speeded

strategic demands of a PM task (i.e., introducing a delay immediately before PM task execution) in individuals with HIV. Taken

together, neurorehabilitation techniques aimed at supporting the executive demands of a task and increasing self-monitoring skills

in HAND (e.g., Goal Management Training) appear to be needed.

Previous studies suggest that inaccurate overconfidence in cognitive abilities is associated with decreased motivation and fre-

quency of compensatory strategy use, and subsequently, increased errors in daily functioning (Hart, Giovannetti, Montgomery, &

Schwartz, 1998; Ownsworth et al., 2010). Indeed, we found that greater time-based meta-PM overconfidence was associated with

a higher likelihood of ARV nonadherence among HAND individuals, further extending this literature. Given that HIV-associated

time-based PM deficits are already an established risk factor for ARV nonadherence (Woods et al., 2009), our finding provides an

additional mechanism by which HAND may result in nonadherence. That is, not only is PM important for adherence, but also

insights into such PM abilities are critical. Moving forward, however, it will be important to determine how this relationship tran-

spires, especially in the context of compensatory strategy use. For example, it is not clear from our data if impaired time-based

meta-PM alone is sufficient to result in nonadherence, or if these individuals additionally are not using compensatory strategies

due to overconfidence, which is leading to nonadherence, or likely, a combination of these and other factors.

Additionally, this is only the second study to date that has employed a prediction paradigm in order to explore metacognition in

the context of HIV infection (vs. examining cognitive complaints; Chiao et al., 2013), which may be both a more direct assessment

of metacognition (e.g., do you have the capacity to complete this task?) and superior in distinguishing the nuances in over- versus

underconfidence. With regard to the latter, when applying complaints (either cognitive or functional symptoms in daily life) as an

indicator of self-awareness, inaccurate overconfidence can only be determined by the absence of reported symptoms which may

result in poor variability of metacognitive classifications. On the other hand, prediction paradigms allow for a one-to-one subtrac-

tion of estimation from performance, which provides a more continuous spectrum across which these processes may be observed

with enhanced granularity. Furthermore, prediction paradigms circumvent the complexities inherent when using complaints in

daily life. That is, cognitive complaints do not distinguish whether the individual is reporting a complaint due to a perceived cog-

nitive limitation or simply due to surrounding environmental factors (e.g., forgot an appointment because car broke down).

Our study is not without limitations. First, although we employed a prediction paradigm, which may increase sensitivity to

measurement of overconfidence, we did not also include a “postdiction” assessment. Postdiction queries an individual to again

rate their performance after having completed the given task, and may be particularly useful in assessing one’s ability to self-

monitor (i.e., incorporate the feedback of actual task performance during self-evaluation). The literature on metacognition in

HIV would benefit from studies exploring all aspects of these self-reflection process (e.g., self-knowledge, task appraisal, self-

monitoring) in order to determine which metacognitive mechanism(s) may be most impaired and important for health and

daily outcomes in this population. Additionally, our sample size was too small within the HAND cohort to examine associations

with time-based meta-PM as a 4-level categorical variable (i.e., underconfidence, overconfidence, accurate -normal, accurate

impaired), which may be helpful particularly in further characterizing these under- and overconfident groups. However, the con-

tinuous meta-PM variable employed here did allow for more nuanced findings within the cohort as a whole.

In sum, over a third of the HAND individuals demonstrated inaccurate overconfidence in their time-based PM abilities, which

had significant implications for ARV nonadherence in this group. Deficits in time-based meta-PM were more severe than those for

event-based meta-PM in the HAND participants, which appears to reflect the disproportionate deficits in the strategic executive

functions aspects needed for accurate time-based meta-PM. Future studies are needed to continue to explore the mechanisms im-

portant to metacognitive processes in HIV infection, and especially determine their impact on other areas of daily functioning.

Additionally, our study supports that neurorehabilitation interventions aimed at improving metacognition among HAND indivi-

duals may be fruitful in decreasing everyday errors in this population.
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